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ABSTRACT

A possibility of anode layer thrusters to operate with
mixtures of heavy and light atomic mass gases have been

investigated. Mixtures of Xe with Ar and air have been tested as a

propellant. It is determined that addition of Xe to the propellants
with small atomic mass changes the operation mode of the thruster ,
allow to increase ionization of the light propellant and to realize

high efficiency "accelerator mode" in acceptable range of mass flow
rates and without overheating of the thruster.

NOMENCLATURE

P - probability of ionization
R - radius of the ion beam

6,61 - elastic and ionizing cross section'

ve - velocity of electrons
ni.e.0 - density of ions, electrons and neutrals
d - anode layer thickness
e - electron charge

I - ellectric potential
E - electric field
M - atomic mass
k,ae,M - coefficients
j - ion current

Vd - discharge voltage

Id - discharge current
m - mass flow rate

-q - thrust efficiency
Isp - specific impulse

INTRODUCTION

Xenon is the only propellant used now in electric propulsion
thrusters for orbit keeping [1]. It was chosen due to two main

reasons:
- ability to provide high thruster's efficiency,
- absence of any chemical reaction with spacecraft surface.

But high prices and limited total xenon production in the world

support attempts to find another propellants for electric propulsion.
It is especially important for such missions as orbit transfer and

interplanetary flight, because required mass of the propellant can

reach tens tons and it is comparable with total xenon production.

First of all gases are the main interest as a propellant,
because in this case it is possible to excludes appearance of
condensed propellant films on a spacecraft surface. So another

inert gases - argon, krypton have to be investigated as a

propellant.

Usina orooellant with small atomic mass is interestina as for
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technologies for films production too.

Due to these reasons such investigations have been made for
various types of thrusters and first of all for thrusters with
closed drift of electrons - Stationary Plasma Thrusters and Anode
Layer Thrusters, for instance [2,3,4], because these types of
Electric Propulsion thrusters have a most of applications now.

Specific feature of the thrusters with closed drift of
electrons is significant dependence between thruster efficiency
and atomic mass of the propellant. Using light propellants leads to
decreasing of the thruster efficiency as compared with xenon [5,6].
In order to provide high efficiency it is necessary to increase
density of the propellant flow in discharge zone [5 ,6,7,8 1. It
leads to high working temperatures of thruster parts and limits the
possibilities of the light propellant application in the thrusters

with closed drift of electrons. So that study of the possible ways
to overcome this difficulty and to get high thruster parameters and
intensive plasma flows with using light propellant is a subject for
investigation.

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

As it follows from above-mentioned consideration the 'main
problem for application of light gases as a propellant is to get
sufficient ionization with acceptable level of propellant flow
density in discharge zone.

A.Zharinov and Yu. Popov [ 5] have demonstrated that
probability of ionization for atom of the propellant in the
discharge with crossed magnetic and electric fields can be
described as

- V2(2kg+ae)
P=l-e (1)
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It shows that high ionization can be reached only if

propellant flow density is enough big and overhead some limit.
This 2limit depends on sort of propellant - 100 mA/cm for Bi, 300
mA/cm2 for Xe .

is compared with xenon to realize high efficiency operating
mode for Ar it is necessary to increase propellant flow density in
discharge zone approximately in three times. For any given thruster
it leads to discharge current increasing and, therefore, thruster
conctruction overheating.

Let us analyze a probability of ionization for some atoms
which are added to main propellant. To simplify consideration one is
supposed that number of additional atoms significantly less than
one for main propellant. So electric field distribution and size of
the discharge zone is determined by properties and density of the
main propellant and does not change while new sort of propellant is
added.

Using equations (1) it is easy to get that for additional
propellant probability of ionization can be described as:

-((< 6 iVe>iMi1 ) /(<6ive>o/Mo)} /2 (2kl+3e)o
P1=l-e (2)

where index" 0" - inditate the main propellant and
" i" - additional atoms.

Let us consider an example with xenon as a main propellant and
argon as a addition. Existing thrusters using xenon in typical
operating modes provide more than 90% of the propellant ionization.
As it follows from (2) and data [9] ionization of argon about 50 %
or more may be expected in such conditions.

This result demonstrate a possibility to use a high
efficiency discharge with heavy propellant as an effective ionizes
for light propellant too. It means that one can get a high
ionization of the light propellant without using high current
operating mode required for pure Ar.

As a summary it may be said that Dreliminary analysis shows that

the problem to provide high ionization. Based on a existing
theories it may be expected that ionization of the light propellant
will be increased in discharge which is already organized with
using heavy propellant.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Anode layer thrusters with various anode diameter - 27 mm and55 mm have been used to investigate operation parameters with using
Xe, Ar, Kr and mixtures Xe+Ar, Xe+air.

Design scheme of the ALT is shown in Fig. 1. Thruster design wasmade for xenon as a propellant and have not any changes to operate
with another gases.

Discharge current and voltage,mass flow rates for all components
of the propellant mixture, thrust have been controlled and measured
during tests. Number of Langmuir probes was used to measure ion
current distribution. Probes were placed across the beam at
distance 300 mm from the exit plane of the accelerator.
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Figures 2 - 4 present dependencies between discharge voltage and

current for ALT with average diameter 27 mm using Xe,Ar,Kr.
Comparison between different propellants shows, that operating
modes for Xe and Kr is similar .In both cases there is a typical
feature - constant discharge current in a range more than 200 V; so
called " acceleration mode". As for Ar such dependence seriously
differs: discharge current grows in wide range of the discharge
voltage and mass flow rates. "Acceleration mode" with using Ar can
be reached only for high power mode near upper limit for used
thruster.

Volt-ampere dependencies with using xenon are presented at
.Fig.5. Ion current'angular distribution are shown at Fig.6 for
comparable mass flow rates of Xe, Ar and mixtures of these gases.
Comparison between these data indicates that ion currents for
Ar+Xe mixtures significantly more than simple sum of ion currents
for pure Ar and Xe.

Fig.6 presents volt-ampere dependence for mixture Xe+Air. It
shows that xenon additions allow to get effective "acceleration
mode" of the thruster in this case too.

Efficiency and specific impulse of the D-55 [10] type thruster
using 39 %Xe + 61% Ar mixture are shown in figure 8. Thrust
efficiency for the mixture is about 0,3 - 0,35 and it is at least
in two times more than one for pure Ar at the same total mass flow
rate.

CONCLUSION

Analysis of the obtained data indicates that addition of Xe tothe propellants with small atomic mass changes the operation mode
of the thruster with anode layer and allow to realize highefficiency "accelerator mode" in acceptable range of mass flowrates and heating of the accelerator. Addition of the heavy atomicmass propellant increase ionization of the light propellants and
allow to get a intensive ion beams without using big gas flows.
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